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Dark states are stationary states of a dissipative, Lindblad-type time evolution with zero von Neumann entropy,
therefore representing examples of pure steady states. Nonequilibrium dynamics featuring a dark state recently
gained a lot of attraction since their implementation in the context of driven-open quantum systems represents
a viable possibility to engineer unique, pure states. Inspired by recent experimental progress with ultracold
Rydberg ensembles, we analyze a driven many-body spin system, which displays a mean-field bistability
between a dark steady state and a mixed steady state. As a function of the driving strength one observes a
discontinuous phase transition that connects the zero entropy (dark) state with a finite entropy (mixed) state. The
transition is characterized by a jump of the von Neumann entropy from zero to a finite value, which is of genuine
nonequilibrium character. We analyze the relevant long wavelength fluctuations driving this transition by means
of the renormalization group. This allows us to approach the nonequilibrium dark-state transition and identify
similarities and clear differences to common, equilibrium phase transitions, to establish the phenomenology for
a first-order dark-state phase transition, and to relate it to the dynamics in driven dissipative Rydberg ensembles.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.98.062117
I. INTRODUCTION
A. General Motivation
Understanding the dynamics at first-order phase transi-
tions, which is characterized by large fluctuations between
two or more macroscopic and metastable order parameter
configurations, represents a general challenge for theoretical
physics [1,2]. The interest in such dynamics has only recently
started growing again, triggered by the observation that a
diverse set of driven dissipative many-body systems feature
optical bistability in regimes of strong drive and dissipation,
ranging from driven Rydberg ensembles [3–5] to nonlinear
photon lattices [6–8], semiconductor microcavities [9], and
cavity QED with cold atoms [10–15].
On the microscopic scale, the steady states of these driven,
bistable systems are rather determined by a flux equilib-
rium between external drive and dissipative forces than from
detailed balance between individual states [16–18]. Typical
sources of dissipation, e.g., cavity photon loss, spontaneous
emission, and dephasing, share, however, that they imprint
a finite, constant noise level on the atom or photon degrees
of freedom. Going from the microscopic to the macroscopic
scale, this constant noise level typically leads to the emer-
gence of detailed balance between different, macroscopic
many-body states [16,19,20]. In particular for optical bista-
bility, it establishes detailed balance between the different
metastable states. The corresponding thermodynamic phase
transition happens at a fixed, finite von Neumann entropy and
turns the bistability into an effective, dissipative equilibrium
first-order phase transition [8,21–24], well captured by the
equilibrium Ising model.
Here we explore a realization of optical bistability in driven
Rydberg ensembles that prohibits the emergence of detailed
balance on any scale and features genuinely nonequilibrium
dynamics from microscopic to macroscopic scales. The key
for maintaining nonequilibrium conditions up to thermody-
namic scales is the presence of a unique, robust dark state,
i.e., a pure steady state without any statistical fluctuations
[25–28], in the bistable regime. By explicitly varying the
drive strength versus the dissipation, the Rydberg system
establishes a bistability regime, in which the asymptotic sta-
tionary state is either a mixed state with a nonvanishing von
Neumann entropy S > 0, or a dark state with zero entropy
S = 0. The vanishing entropy of the dark state completely
suppresses any fluctuations and prohibits the establishment of
detailed balance in the bistable regime at any scale, rendering
the dynamics inherently nonequilibrium. Including the effect
of long-wavelength fluctuations, the region of bistability in
parameter space shrinks and is confined towards a single
coexistence point in the thermodynamic limit, at which a
first-order dark-state phase transition is expected [5,29].
The absence of fluctuations in one phase and the pres-
ence of large fluctuations in the other brings phase tran-
sitions between a dark state and a mixed state into con-
tact with nonequilibrium statistical physics, where classical
steady states with zero entropy are known as absorbing states
[5,29–33]. Continuous phase transitions into absorbing states
have been extensively studied theoretically since they are
believed to model a diverse set of dynamical processes such
as disease spreading, the evolution of forest fires, percolation
processes, and population dynamics [34–37]. A key feature
to these models is a phase characterized by a fluctuationless,
zero-entropy state, separated from a fluctuating phase of
nonzero entropy. This prohibits the presence of a temperature
scale and makes the phase transition into absorbing states a
genuine nonequilibrium transition [38,39].
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The dynamics in the bistability region between a dark
state and a mixed steady state and at the first-order dark-
state phase transition is very special in several respects.
Phenomenologically, the transition from one thermodynamic
phase to another via a first-order transition is understood in
terms of the nucleation of small droplets and their subse-
quent growth to a macroscopic size [1,2,40]. In the dark-state
framework this implies that large regions of zero entropy as
well as nonvanishing entropy coexist close to a first-order
transition, a genuinely nonequilibrium circumstance. Exactly
at the transition, however, both the zero and the finite entropy
phase coexist, which translates to the coexistence of pure
as well as mixed steady states in a density matrix picture.
Even the classical counterparts, first-order phase transitions
into absorbing states, are hardly understood on a qualitative
level and believed to be very rare in higher dimensions and
even impossible in one dimension [41–44]. Due to the absence
of universality in these setups, even slight changes in the
microscopic model can have drastic consequences for the re-
sulting phase structure (cf., e.g., [44,45]), further obstructing
a general understanding of these phenomena.
Experimental realizations of absorbing state phase transi-
tions using “quantum ingredients” have been proposed in the
framework of driven Rydberg systems very recently for both
incoherent and coherent drive [29,33,46]. These absorbing
states have, however, not been explicitly identified as dark
states as a large part of the work was carried out in the classical
limit of strong dephasing [5]. We build up on these proposals
and study the dynamics of coherently driven Rydberg ensem-
bles, for which the notion of a dark-state phase transition is
most appealing.
The intention of this work is to establish the phenomenol-
ogy for a first-order dark-state transition in dependence of spa-
tial dimensionality. We also introduce a functional renormal-
ization group [47–49] based approach, tailored to investigate
long-wavelength dynamics of large order parameter fluctua-
tions in a nonequilibrium setting to the currently developing
theoretical toolbox for driven dissipative dynamics [10,50–
52]. This approach works in both low and high dimensions
and allows us to resolve the rather complex but also very
rich and fascinating dynamics close to a first-order phase
transition, as well as a fluctuation induced second-order phase
transition, which we highlight on the following pages.
The dark state can be understood as a simple ferromagnetic
product state and is thus particularly well suited for the inves-
tigation of the phase transition. As we will show, this allows
us to construct an order parameter field that is free of any fluc-
tuations, classical and quantum, when the system is in the dark
state. Thus the defining property of a dark state, i.e., the ab-
sence of statistical fluctuations, is not masked by the remain-
ing quantum fluctuations of the order parameter. The quantum
nature of the system nevertheless comes crucially into play at
two different stages. First, nonvanishing coherences in the lo-
cal spin density matrix are necessary to make a discontinuous
transition in this system at all possible [5] and second, the ab-
sence of any statistical fluctuation scale requires a pure state.
In order to analyze the steady state properties and the
dynamics in the bistable regime, we identify the local density
of atoms in the Rydberg state as the order parameter. Its
expectation value and fluctuations vanish exactly for a dark
state. Its dynamics will be described in terms of an effective,
nonequilibrium field theory, which we solve via a semianalyt-
ical approach based on the functional renormalization group
(fRG). Relating the obtained results with the phenomenology
of thermal first-order transitions allows us to extract a number
of physical insights regarding the nonequilibrium setting.
We benchmark these findings with numerically exact results
in one spatial dimension, thereby establishing the method
as a general tool to study first-order nonequilibrium phase
transitions.
B. Summary of results
Including the effect of spatial fluctuations in the absence
of detailed balance, we demonstrate that both a dark-state
phase as well as a mixed state phase can be stabilized in
the presence of nonequilibrium noise. We quantitatively
determine the location of the phase boundary and the nature
of the phase transition as a function of dimensionality and the
strength of the noise level. We observe two distinct scenarios,
a sharp first-order phase transition, accompanied with a
discontinuous jump of the order parameter on the one hand
and a fluctuation induced, second-order phase transition, for
which spatial fluctuations have softened the evolution of the
order parameter towards a continuous phase transition on the
other hand. Both phase transitions are clearly distinguishable
from each other and from possible equilibrium counterparts
by the unique behavior of the order parameter as well as its
fluctuations.
Starting from the quantum master equation for the driven
dissipative Rydberg setup [22,23,29,33,53,54], we introduce
the density of atoms in the Rydberg state νX  0, X = (x, t )
as the order parameter field for the dark-state transition in d
spatial dimensions. In the bistable regime, the order parameter
undergoes diffusive relaxation in a double-well potential V . Its
dynamics follows the fundamental Langevin equation
∂tνX = D∇2νX − V ′(νX ) + ξX, (1.1)
V (νX ) = 2 ν
2
X +
μ
3
ν3X +
λ
4
ν4X, (1.2)
with a multiplicative, Gaussian noise ξX of zero mean 〈ξX〉 =
0 and variance 〈ξXξY 〉 = δ(X − Y )γ νX. The double-well po-
tential V is illustrated in Fig. 1. It has two minima at νX = 0
and νX = νf > 0, which are separated by a barrier that is
maximal at νX = νmax and can only be overcome by the field
due to noise induced activation or spatial fluctuations.
The absence of both common symmetries and a well-
defined scaling dimension for νX in a double-well potential
with multiplicative noise separates the Langevin equation
(1.1) from other nonequilibrium settings [19,34–37,55] and
requires a nonperturbative approach. Considering the general
importance of fluctuations on all length scales at discontinu-
ous phase transitions, we establish a minimal, yet sufficient
fRG approach suitable for nonequilibrium first-order phase
transitions. It evolves both the potential and the noise kernel
in a nontrivial way, which turns out to be of major importance
for the resolution of droplet formation and density fluctuations
at the first-order phase transition, and allows us to develop a
clear picture of the dynamics.
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FIG. 1. Portrait of prototypical inhomogeneous configurations of
the coarse-grained excitation density νx in one spatial dimension
(labeled with x) that fluctuate about the nontrivial minimum at νx =
νf . At each point in space x the field has a value νx and experiences
the potential V (νx ), which is maximal at V (νmax). Perturbatively
small amplitude oscillations (green) do not probe global properties of
V . In contrast, dropletlike saddle-point solutions (blue) or strongly
fluctuating configurations (red) are crucial to understand the domi-
nant behavior at the first-order and the second-order phase transition,
as discussed below.
In higher dimensions d > 1, the potential barrier persists
under the fRG evolution up to the largest scales and vanishes
only in the limit of long wavelengths, establishing a single
minimum that jumps when passing the transition. This is
a clear indication of a first-order transition induced by the
nucleation and growth of metastable field configurations, so-
called droplets. The droplets interpolate smoothly between the
two phases (blue configuration in Fig. 1) and thus require the
presence of a potential barrier on all scales [2,40].
The droplet regime is heralded at a very sharp length scale
by the observation of both the onset of the mentioned poten-
tial evolution as well as a sudden deformation of the noise
kernel. The deformed noise establishes a bimodal structure,
indicating strongly pronounced order parameter fluctuations
between the two phases, see Fig. 10. Both observations are
in accordance with a first-order phase transition driven by
the formation of droplets of well-defined extent [1,2,40],
which defines a clearly observable scale. At this scale droplets
nucleate and perform sudden jumps from one phase to the
other, leading to an increased fluctuation rate of the metastable
field configurations. It is observable by strongly increased
density fluctuations and inhomogeneous real space patterns.
In contrast, in d = 1, neither a sharp length scale for the onset
of the evolution nor a pronounced structure of the noise kernel
can be identified, pointing out the crucial difference between
fluctuations leading to first- or second-order phase transitions.
At the first-order transition, we observe that both the poten-
tial and the noise kernel χ = V = 0 become completely flat
for an extended region of field configurations 0  νX  νf .
This is identified with the emergence of an extensive number
of stationary, noiseless field configurations, which is a unique
mechanism to ensure the coexistence of a zero entropy (dark-
state) phase and a finite entropy phase at the same point. In a
master equation framework this remarkable observation hints
towards an extensive number of dark states at the coexistence
point, each corresponding to a specific droplet configuration.
This is contrasted by the common observation of two degener-
ate steady states at a dissipative equilibrium coexistence point
[7,56].
In one dimension, the dark-state transition becomes second
order. Here spatial fluctuations are strongly enhanced and can
overcome the potential barrier, which leads to a continuous
evolution of νX at the phase transition. This can be directly
traced with the fRG flow of the potential. Fluctuations on
intermediate wavelengths render the initial double well con-
vex and establish a single, global minimum for V . The dark
and mixed state then are no longer separated by a potential
barrier and the long-wavelength modes fluctuate randomly
between the two solutions (red configuration in Fig. 1).
Scaling dynamics, however, persists up to the largest length
scales and the single potential minimum evolves towards zero
under the influence of long distance modes, thus undergoing
a continuous transition [57]. The absence of common sym-
metries and a well-defined scaling dimension promotes this
second-order transition to a candidate for a so far unexplored
nonequilibrium universality class.
II. DARK-STATE SPIN MODEL
The opportunity to precisely manipulate entire ensembles
of atomic spins with quantum optical tools, such as coherent
drive and pump lasers [16,58–62], as well as with dissipative
jump operators via reservoir engineering [63–66], pushed for-
ward the search for robust, many-body dark states. The latter
are pure states ρDS = |DS〉〈DS|, which are exact, stationary
zero modes LρDS = 0 of the quantum master equation ∂tρ =
Lρ. Once a dark state is reached during the time evolution,
the system will remain forever in this particular state and the
dynamics has terminated. In this sense, ρDS represents the
quantum mechanical analog of a classical absorbing state, for
which both the deterministic time evolution as well as reser-
voir induced fluctuations vanish. The von Neumann entropy
S(ρ) = −tr(ρ ln ρ) of a dark state is always zero S(ρDS) =
− ln 1 = 0.
Similar to a fluctuationless absorbing state, dark states are
very clean representatives of steady states, which feature the
complete absence of statistical (but not necessarily quantum)
fluctuations. The mere existence of a dark-state ρDS in a given
model does, however, not imply that ρDS is the only attractor
of the dynamics [5,29]. Under certain conditions, which we
will elaborate on in more detail below, it may be that in addi-
tion to a unique dark state, there exists another, mixed steady
state ρSS = ρMS =
∑
α pα|ψα〉〈ψα| = ρDS, such that each ini-
tial state ρ(t = 0) = ρDS evolves towards ρSS asymptotically,
ρ(t ) t→∞→ ρSS. This mixed state has per definition nonvanish-
ing von Neumann entropy S(ρMS) = −
∑
α pα ln pα > 0.
Below we introduce the quantum master equation for a
minimalistic model of a dark-state phase transition, which can
be realized with cold Rydberg atoms. We show that this model
is equivalent to a coarse-grained field theory for a real density
field, which diffuses through a double-well potential under the
influence of a multiplicative noise. This is one of the most
simple field theories one can imagine for a nonequilibrium
first-order phase transition, fulfilling the criterion of bistability
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supplemented with the presence of spatial fluctuations and a
nonthermal noise.
A. Quantum master equation
One key mechanism to achieve true nonequilibrium dy-
namics in driven Rydberg ensembles is the exploitation of the
so-called antiblockade mechanism [46,67–71]. Excitations of
ground state atoms into the Rydberg state are thereby facil-
itated in the vicinity of other Rydberg-excited atoms via the
resonant interplay of interactions and drive. We consider a
minimal model for this dynamics, which features the transi-
tion from a dark state towards a fluctuating steady state. It
has been proposed in Refs. [5,29] and is inspired by recent
experiments with driven Rydberg ensembles [60,70,72–74].
After discussing its basic properties, we map this model to
the more convenient and fundamental stochastic Langevin
equation (1.1), which will then be analyzed in a field theoretic
framework. The relation of this Langevin equation to other
theoretical approaches to driven Rydberg systems and to
experiments [71,73] is discussed afterwards.
We consider the time evolution of an ensemble of spins on
a d-dimensional square lattice subject to coherent drive. Each
site, labeled with l, hosts a single spin- 12 , which represents
the ground |g〉l ≡ |↓〉l or the excited |e〉l ≡ |↑〉l state of a
Rydberg atom. The local operator Hilbert space is spanned by
the Pauli-operators σx,y,zl and the unit operator 1l . The spins
are subject to a coherent drive laser with Rabi frequency 
and detuning δ = −Vnn, where Vnn is the nearest neighbor
Rydberg repulsion. Setting the Rydberg repulsion to be by
far the strongest scale, transitions between the ground and
the Rydberg state are only resonant in the vicinity of another
excited atom, while they are far off-resonance in the absence
of nearby Rydberg excitations. In order to understand the
nature of the “clean” phase transition in the absence of any off-
resonant processes, we project the dynamics onto the sector of
resonant transitions. This yields the Hamiltonian [5,29]
H = 
∑
l
lσ
x
l . (2.1)
Here l is the projector onto the states with at least one up-
spin in the neighborhood of site l,
l = 1−
∏
m nn l
(1− nm), with nm = σ
z
m + 1
2
. (2.2)
For a state |ψ〉 one finds l|ψ〉 = 0 if nm|ψ〉 = 0 for all
nearest neighbors (nn) m of l and l|ψ〉 = |ψ〉 else.
Highly excited Rydberg states spontaneously emit a photon
and decay incoherently into the ground state with a rate γ . The
combination of Hamiltonian dynamics and incoherent decay
is described by the master equation
∂tρ = Lρ = i[ρ,H ] + γ
∑
l
(
σ−l ρσ
+
l −
1
2
{nl, ρ}
)
, (2.3)
with the common spin ladder operators σ±l and the Liouvillian
superoperator L summarizing the right-hand side.
The quantum master equation features one dark state inde-
pendently of the choice of the coupling constants {, γ }. This
is the ferromagnetic spin-down state
ρDS = |ψ↓〉〈ψ↓|, with |ψ↓〉 =
∏
l
|↓〉l , (2.4)
and it is easy to see that LρDS = 0. While this state, however,
is present throughout the entire parameter regime, we will
show that there exists a large domain A in parameter space,
for which ρDS is not attracting the dynamics and becomes
fully repulsive in the thermodynamic limit. In other words, for
(, γ ) ∈ A any initial state ρ0 that is different from ρDS will
evolve towards a steady state ρSS = ρDS. Within this domain,
the dark state represents an isolated state, which can neither
be reached nor left dynamically. Crossing the boundary of
A is connected to a phase transition from ρSS = ρDS towards
ρSS = ρDS.
B. Rydberg density Heisenberg-Langevin equation
The dark-state ρDS is an eigenstate of the local density
nlρDS = 0, (2.5)
which corresponds to a vanishing density of Rydberg exci-
tations. Since for integer m one finds nml = nl , this implies
that all moments of the density are zero in the dark state. It
is a fluctuationless state with respect to nl . For any mixed
state, 〈nl〉 > 0 for some l and thus 〈nl〉 serves well as an order
parameter for the dark-state transition. In order to investigate
its dynamics, we derive now the corresponding field theory.
We take a different route than Refs. [5,29] and adiabatically
eliminate σx,yl , which appear to be gapped throughout the
whole parameter regime on the operator level. This results
in an effective, coarse-grained Heisenberg-Langevin equation
for nl . The final result is not different but the derivation more
transparent than previous approaches.
The Heisenberg-Langevin equations for the spin operators
oα = σxl , σ yl , nl are operator valued stochastic differential
equations ∂toα = Dα + ξα . They contain a drift term Dα and
a quantum noise ξα [75]. The drift Dα describes the action of
the adjoint superoperator on oα ,
Dα = L∗oα = i[H, oα] + γ
∑
l
(
σ+l oασ
−
l − 12 {nl, oα}
)
.
(2.6)
The quantum noise ξα describes the evolution of fluctua-
tions of oα . It has zero mean 〈ξα〉noise = 0, and an operator
valued noise kernel χαβ = 〈ξαξβ〉noise, where the noise average
has to be understood as the average over all bath degrees of
freedom (cf. [75]). It is determined via the Einstein relation
[76]
χαβ = 〈∂t (oαoβ ) − ((∂toα )oβ + oα∂toβ )〉noise
= 〈L∗(oαoβ ) − (Dαoβ + oαDβ )〉noise. (2.7)
The operator expectation value 〈oα〉 is then defined as the
combination of noise average and system average, i.e.,
〈oα〉 = Tr(ρ〈oα〉noise). (2.8)
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The Heisenberg-Langevin equations for the local spin op-
erators read as
∂tnl = −γ nl +σyl l + ξnl , (2.9)
∂tσ
x
l = −
(
σ
y
l sl + slσ yl
)− γ
2
σxl + ξxl , (2.10)
∂tσ
y
l = 
(
σxl sl + slσ xl
)− γ2 σyl + ξyl − 2(2nl − 1)l .
(2.11)
We introduced the operator sl =
∑
m nn l (m − 1)σxm. The
Hermitian noise operators ξn,x,yl have a flat power spectrum,
i.e., they are δ correlated in time, due to the Markovian nature
of the master equation.
Defining the noise vector ξ l = (ξnl , ξ xl , ξ yl ) on each lattice
site, the Einstein relation (2.7) yields the noise kernel
χl,m = 〈ξ †l ξm〉noise = γ δl,m
⎛
⎜⎝
nl σ
+
l −iσ+l
σ−l 1 −i
iσ−l i 1
⎞
⎟⎠. (2.12)
The presence of a dark state is reflected in the Heiseberg-
Langevin equations. For average values 〈nl〉 = 0 for all l, the
projectors 〈l〉 = 0 vanish equally well and thus the lattice
sites decouple. This implies 〈σ±,x,yl 〉 = 0 for all l, such that
the deterministic parts of Eqs. (2.9)–(2.11) vanish and the
noise kernel χl,m is only nonzero in the x-y sector [77]. This
demonstrates that the property 〈nl〉 = 0,∀l,
(1) is always a possible solution for the Heisenberg-
Langevin equations (2.9)–(2.12),
(2) is the necessary and sufficient condition for reaching
the dark-state ρDS = |ψ↓〉〈ψ↓|,
(3) leads to the absence of any density fluctuations in
Heisenberg-Langevin equations.
The densities nl thus represent reliable order parameters for
the transition from a fluctuating, mixed steady state (nl = 0)
towards a fluctuationless dark state (nl = 0). The fact that
such a transition cannot be described in terms of an effective
equilibrium statistical mechanics approach is reflected in the
Heisenberg-Langevin framework by the multiplicative density
noise ξnl ∼
√
nl . In the vicinity of nl = 0 this cannot be
mapped to an effective, temperaturelike noise kernel.
In order to derive an effective Heisenberg-Langevin equa-
tion for the density alone, we follow the common procedure
and adiabatically eliminate the fast variables σx,yl from the
set of equations (2.9)–(2.11). After some algebra and the re-
striction to nearest neighbor couplings, one finds the operator
equation for the spin-up density
∂tnl = −γ nl − 22l (K−1)l,j (2nj − 1)j + ˜ξnl , (2.13)
with the (regular) retarded operator
Kl,j = δl,j γ2 + δj,nn l
322
γ 2
(1 −j ) + i0+ (2.14)
and an effective noise ˜ξnl with kernel〈
ξnl ξ
n
m
〉
noise = δl,mγ nl + γ2l (K−2)l,mm. (2.15)
These equations are valid on timescales larger than the relax-
ation time t > γ−1 of the operators σx,yl .
In order to analyze the dynamics described by the
Heisenberg-Langevin equation for the operators nl (2.13)
with the noise kernel (2.15), we perform a long-wavelength
analysis of the corresponding Langevin equation for the
coarse-grained density expectation value ν(x, t ), where x is
a continuous variable in d-dimensional space and t is time.
We define ν(x, t ) as the dimensionless excitation density per
site in a d-dimensional, small but macroscopic volume, which
contains Nx  1 lattice sites centered around the coordinate
x, i.e.,
ν(x, t ) = 1
Nx
Nx∑
j=1
〈nj 〉(t ). (2.16)
The Langevin equation for νX = ν(x, t ) is obtained by
evaluating the operator expectation on the right-hand side of
Eq. (2.13) within three crucial coarse-graining steps:
(1) A site decoupling mean-field approach, i.e.,
〈njnl〉(t ) = 〈nj 〉(t )〈nl〉(t ) for different sites l = j .
(2) The temporal decoupling on identical lattice sites, i.e.,
〈nlnl〉 = 〈nl〉(t )〈nl〉(t ′) if t and t ′ are not identical. This is
important in order to evaluate the product  ˜K−1, for which
˜K−1 acts as an (retarded) time evolution operator, which
evolves  from t to t + γ−1.
(3) The derivative expansion of l , incorporating at most
second-order derivatives, i.e., 〈l〉 → 2dνX + a2∇2νX +
d(2d − 1)ν2X + o[∇4ν, (∇2ν)2].
Similar to the adiabatic elimination, the first two steps are
justified on timescales t > γ−1. It is the average timescale
on which a coherently rotating spin is suddenly pushed back
into the ground state by the emission of a photon and sud-
denly loses all its memory on the previous evolution. It is
therefore precisely the autocorrelation time of a single spin
and 〈nlnl〉 = 〈nl〉(t )〈nl〉(t ′) if |t ′ − t |  γ−1. This incoherent
emission process also counteracts the buildup of coherence
between two adjacent spins such that the connected corre-
lation function 〈njnl〉c ≡ 〈njnl〉 − 〈nj 〉〈nl〉 is dominated by
local, classical correlations. Performing the coarse-graining
volume average (2.16), the connected correlation function
yields a contribution O(N−1x ) compared to the O(1) product
of expectation values and is negligible for Nx  1 [78].
The third approximation, the derivative expansion, is a
priori not justified for first-order phase transitions since the
relevant field fluctuations are strongly varying domain walls
rather than extended spin waves at low momentum (i.e., small
curvature). This may lead to an increased relevance of higher
order derivative terms in the Langevin equation. Keeping
track on the evolution of certain derivative terms during the
renormalization group flow, however, shows that they have no
considerable impact and can be neglected. This justifies the
derivative expansion a posteriori.
The coarse-graining procedure yields the fundamental
Langevin equation of our approach (prime denotes derivative
with respect to the argument)
∂tνX = D∇2νX − V ′(νX ) + ξX. (2.17)
It describes the diffusive propagation (D = 2a2/γ ) of νX in
the potential
V (νX ) = 2 ν
2
X +
μ
3
ν3X +
λ
4
ν4X, (2.18)
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with , λ > 0 > μ. The effective parameters in the Langevin
equation are related to the master equation via
 = γ − 
2
2γ
, λ = 4
2d(2d + 1)
γ
, μ = −2λd
2d + 1 .
(2.19)
The potential acquires a double-well structure for |μ| >
2
√
λ. This will always be fulfilled in the vicinity of the
dark-state transition, see Fig. 3.
In addition, the density νX experiences the kinetic energy
D∇2νX and is subject to a nonthermal, multiplicative noise
with kernel
〈ξXξY 〉 = δ(X − Y )γ νX. (2.20)
The noise acts locally on the field νX and, via Eq. (2.17),
randomly kicks νX away from its current configuration. On
top of the deterministic evolution, for each spatial coordinate
x, the noise performs an independent random walk in time
on νx,t , i.e., νx,t → νx,t+dt = νx,t + dνx,t . The expected step
size dνx,t of the walk within one time step t → t + dt is
|dνx,t | = γ νx,t . For smaller and smaller values of νX the
random walk will on average need more and more time steps
in order to leave a certain area. In particular for νX = 0 it
becomes trapped and unable to escape. In the absence of any
deterministic dynamics, the random walk will thus always
terminate in the dark state [79].
In the case of the double-well potential V , the noise
becomes crucial as the noise induced random walk is the only
way to overcome the potential barrier. Since the step size of
the walk is proportional to the density, it is much more likely
to overcome the barrier when starting in a valley of large
density compared to starting in a valley with small density.
Without considering the effect of spatial fluctuations, the noise
always prefers to stay in the valley of smallest density.
In the following we express all dimensionful quantities
in units of the spreading energy ω ≡ D/a2 = 2/γ where
appropriate, i.e., ¯ ≡ /ω, μ¯ = μ/ω, and ¯λ = λ/ω.
C. Relation to Rydberg lattice models and optical bistability
Driven dissipative first-order phase transitions have re-
cently gained considerable experimental and theoretical atten-
tion not only in the context of driven Rydberg ensembles but
also for nonlinear photon lattices [7], semiconductor micro-
cavities [9], and lattice cavity QED with cold atoms [8,12].
Common to all of these platforms is (i) a nonlinear relaxation
dynamics towards a flux equilibrium steady state that balances
drive and dissipation and (ii) a regime of bistability (or even
multistability) between two (or more) clearly distinguishable
thermodynamic phases, each represented by a different steady
state. The local dissipation, unavoidable due to photon loss
and/or spontaneous emission of excited levels, counteracts the
build up of long range coherence and sets a generic timescale
tdis after which (t > tdis) the dynamics at the transition, though
nontrivial, can be understood in terms of classical processes.
Though optical bistability as well as weakly detuned,
driven Rydberg ensembles differ on the microscopic level it
has been realized that in the bistable regime their dynamics
can be well described by a classical Ising model in a magnetic
(a) (b)
FIG. 2. (a) Discontinuity ν, relative entropy increase S
S
, and
critical drive strength c as a function of the detuning δ (in units of
γ ) as predicted from mean field. The regime of small detuning δ/γ 
1 hosts the dissipative first-order Ising transition as well as common
optical bistability [7–9,21,73] while the regime of the present model
with large detuning δ/γ  1 is defined by a strong relative increase
of the entropy and thus far from a thermal phase transition. On the
mean-field level both the coupling strength c and the jump ν are
hardly affected by the detuning; the role of fluctuations, however,
becomes increasingly pronounced as S/S → ∞ in the dark-state
regime. (b) Antiblockade area for Rydberg atoms at zero temperature
(thin orange line) and finite temperature T = 20 μK (thick gray line)
in a lattice with depth ∼1 mK. The projection operators l are well
realized with up to n = 3 excited neighbors for T = 20 μK (inset),
while for T = 0 K only n = 1 is realized.
field [8,21,23,24,80]. It is described by a Langevin equation
(2.17) with a potential V → VIM, which reads as
VIM(νX ) = hνX +
˜
2
ν2X +
λ
4
ν4X, (2.21)
where the parameter ˜ is different from  in Eq. (2.18), and
h acts as a magnetic field. In the case of optical bistability
h ∼ κ , where κ is the photon loss rate [8,9], while for weakly
detuned Rydberg atoms h = − γ22γ 2+δ2 is the off-resonant exci-
tation rate.
The potential V (2.18) can be brought into the form of
VIM (2.21) via a constant shift νX → νX − μ3λ . It demonstrates
that the deterministic dynamics of common, driven dissipative
optical bistability, weakly detuned Rydberg ensembles, and
the present model can be mapped onto each other. The noise
kernel χ , however, is crucially different. In the presence of
a magnetic field, it is χ = |h| + γ νX due to the Einstein
relations. This sets a minimal fluctuation level χmin = |h|,
which destroys the dark state and generates a nonzero entropy
for both bistable solutions. The relative entropy jumps at the
transition S/S ∼ γνX/|h| (extracted from mean field and
valid up to logarithmic corrections) become small and the
transitions between the two states establish detailed balance,
i.e., thermal equilibrium. In our model, however, detailed
balance is absent in the bistable regime and cannot emerge at
large scales due to the existence of the dark state. The relative
entropy difference between the two metastable states diverges
and noise activation becomes unidirectional, i.e., it is only
possible from the finite density state to the dark state. This is
the crucial difference between the present model and optical
bistability, as well as previously discussed Rydberg models,
see Fig. 2(a).
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In order to realize the nonequilibrium dynamics with the
lattice models (2.1) and (2.3), it is essential to implement the
projection operators l via the antiblockade mechanism. For
a strict lattice model in which each Rydberg atom is exactly
pinned at one lattice site, separated from each other by the
lattice constant a, this is hardly possible. A single excited
atom can easily facilitate the transition from the ground to
the excited state of neighboring atoms via a precisely tuned
antiblockade condition. If, however, two excited atoms are
found in the neighborhood of a given ground state atom, the
sum of their interaction energies shifts the effective excitation
energy of the atom out of resonance, see Fig. 2(b) (orange
line). This turns the antiblockade condition into an effective
blockade condition and counteracts any facilitated excitation.
In experimental realizations of Rydberg lattices, however, the
motional degrees of the atoms experience a finite temperature
of the order of several micro-Kelvin, which does not influence
the spin degrees of freedom [59,60,73]. The atomic motion
leads to temporal fluctuations of the van der Waals interaction
strength between adjacent lattice sites of the order of 50%–
80% [59,60,73], which enables a much larger antiblockade
area compared to strictly pinned atomic positions. For tem-
peratures T ≈ 20 μK in a lattice trapping potential with depth
∼1 mK as used in Ref. [60], the antiblockade area averaged
over several periods t > 1/kBT is shown in Fig. 2(b). At
this temperaturel is effectively implemented for n = 1, 2, 3
nearest neighbors and can be increased to n  4 for larger
temperatures T ∼ 100 μK in the motional degrees of free-
dom. At the dark-state transition, we find 〈νX〉  1/2, i.e., in
d dimensions each atom has on average 2d〈νX〉  d excited
neighbors, which is covered by Fig. 2(b).
Balancing the antiblockade condition and the thermal
atomic motion realizes the projection operatorsl for relevant
densities at the dark-state transition. Better results can be
obtained in free space, where the antiblockade radius is more
flexible and becomes density dependent. The lattice spacing
a is then replaced by a flexible antiblockade radius aR (r, n),
which depends on the number of excited atoms n in the
vicinity of the coordinate r . Another promising approach is
the realization of the antiblockade condition via electromag-
netically induced transparency (EIT) [81,82], with which one
might be able to implement the projection operators exactly
with the help of additional interatomic states (in progress).
The present scheme is sufficient for low excitation densities,
as found at the transition.
As a final remark, we want to mention that a Langevin
equation in the form of Eq. (2.17) can be derived for the
study of the dynamics of spatially separated, fragmented
populations and their migration [83,84]. In these models the
dark state corresponds to the extinction of all individuals of
the population, while the spatially separated populations cor-
respond to spatially well-separated droplets in our model. This
connection is fascinating and opens up a different viewpoint
on the Langevin equation in terms of population dynamics. It
does, however, not reach beyond the mean-field limit.
III. SCOPE AND METHODS
The Langevin equation (2.17) encodes the complete physi-
cal content of the dark-state transition. Its (numerical) solution
is, however, only rarely a viable approach to resolving the
full dynamics of the model. Aside from computational cost in
higher dimensions, the numerical realization of a multiplica-
tive noise itself is a challenging and so far not unambiguously
solved problem [85–89]. Therefore, we rely on a more diverse
assortment of methods to develop an understanding of the
phenomenology.
In order to familiarize the reader with the model, we start
with a brief discussion of the corresponding nonequilibrium
path integral in the saddle-point approximation. This repeats
basic elements from the analysis in Refs. [5,29] and serves as
an introduction to the phase diagram and to the notion of a
first-order dark-state transition. It also gives rise to a number
of questions to be addressed in this work.
We then develop a functional renormalization group (fRG)
framework that can be applied in arbitrary dimensions and
includes spatial fluctuations and noise beyond the mean-field
picture. The approximate nature of this approach calls for
cross validation, which we perform with the help of Langevin
simulations in one dimension.
A. Path integral formulation and mean-field phase diagram
Any dynamics described in terms of a stochastic Langevin
equation can be mapped onto a corresponding nonequilib-
rium path integral via the Martin-Siggia-Rose-Janssen-de Do-
minicis (MSRJD) construction [90–92]. This allows us to
approach the theory via suitable functional methods such as
saddle-point equations and the renormalization group. The
MSRJD construction formally computes the partition function
by summing over all stochastic trajectories (see, e.g., [93] for
details). Introducing the purely imaginary, so-called response
field ν˜X it reads
Z =
∫
D[ν, ν˜] exp(−S[ν, ν˜]). (3.1)
With the corresponding action
S[ν, ν˜] =
∫
X
ν˜X[∂tνX − D∇2νX + V ′(νX ) − γ νXν˜X].
(3.2)
It is at most quadratic in the response fields ν˜X, which is a con-
sequence of the ferromagnetic dark state. This state displays
no quantum fluctuations in the order parameter nl such that
higher order noise terms, familiar from the Keldysh quantum
path integral [16,93], become subleading in the limit νX → 0.
Within our analysis, we validated that even at nonzero νX
these terms do not qualitatively alter the picture obtained with
the renormalization group and thus can be neglected right
from the start.
We will now briefly review the saddle-point analysis of [5].
In the absence of spatial and temporal fluctuations (νX = ν)
one finds the saddle-point equations
δS
δνX
!= 0 ⇔ ν˜V ′′(ν) − γ ν˜2 = 0,
δS
δν˜X
!= 0 ⇔ V ′(ν) − 2γ ν˜ν = 0. (3.3)
The stationary field configurations are considered to be in-
sensitive to the noise level (ν˜ = 0) and the phase diagram is
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FIG. 3. Mean-field phase diagram for the action (3.2) at ¯λ = 1.
The finite-density phase is indicated by shading. A bicritical point
at μ¯ = 0 separates regimes of first- (dashed line) and second-order
(solid line) phase transitions. The shape of the potential V (ν ) is
sketched for the different regimes to the right of the plot. The black
dotted lines indicate where the physical model (2.3) crosses the phase
boundary in dimensions d = 1 and d = 3 (in the Rydberg model, the
dark state is found for  γ and the transition appears at  ≈ γ ).
derived from the deterministic part of the action only:
0 != V ′(ν) = ν + μν2 + λν3. (3.4)
Keeping λ > 0 fixed, the phase diagram in Fig. 3 ensues. In
general, the deterministic potential V admits two qualitatively
different states: a finite-density (fluctuating) state at νf =√
μ2−4λ−μ
2λ and the (fluctuationless) dark state at νd = 0. For
 < 0, νf is the only minimum of V , whereas for > 0, μ <
0 both are present. Consequently, the transition between a
fluctuating state with nonzero noise level and a fluctuationless
phase with vanishing noise level as a function  is of second
order for μ  0, whereas a first-order transition occurs for
μ < 0.
The regime displaying a second-order phase transition,
including nonequilibrium universality and scaling, was inves-
tigated in detail in Ref. [5]. Here we focus on the domain of
first-order phase transitions ( > 0, μ > 0). As opposed to
second-order transitions, there is no universality associated
with this type of phase boundary. Consequently, a different
set of questions poses itself and shall be answered during the
course of this work:
(1) Can the notion of a first-order dark-state transition
persist beyond the saddle-point approximation and if so, how
sensitive is it with respect to spatial dimensionality?
(2) What distinguishes a first-order dark-state transition
from its thermal counterpart?
(3) Is there a similar notion of phase coexistence for dark
states?
(4) Can we shed light on the dynamics at multiple scales
by adapting (functional) renormalization group techniques?
B. Renormalization group I: Full potential approximation
At this point, it is not clear whether the mean-field phase
diagram in Fig. 3 is at all a faithful representation of the sys-
tem’s physical behavior. The multiplicative noise, being the
signature feature of the model, has been omitted completely
so far. In previous work, this has partially been remedied
by employing an optimal path approximation [5]. However,
this approach does not account for corrections to the noise
itself due to the interplay of deterministic dynamics and
fluctuations. As we will point out later, such corrections can
in fact be very sizable. Here we therefore develop an fRG
scheme capable of implementing precisely this.
In previous work [5,49,55,94–96] (functional) RG tech-
niques have successfully been applied to investigate critical
phenomena in the presence of a dark state. Their unique
advantage is a systematic inclusion of fluctuation effects
beyond the noiseless mean-field or optimal path [93] approxi-
mations while being rather inexpensive compared to full-scale
numerical simulations. In the following we will therefore
extend the fRG scheme from [5] in order to accommodate
an investigation of discontinuous phase transitions. We expect
the nonperturbative fRG to be particularly well suited for
this problem, as perturbative schemes are inherently unable
to resolve the strong, nonlinear fluctuations between the two
nontrivial minima of the deterministic potential which are
ultimately expected to drive the phase transition.
The main objective of a functional renormalization group
analysis is the computation of the effective action , i.e., the
generating functional of one particle irreducible correlation
and response functions. This is achieved by solving the Wet-
terich equation [47]
∂kk = 12 Tr
[(∂kRk )((2)k + Rk)−1]. (3.5)
Here k is the so-called effective average action, interpolating
between the microscopic S = k→ and the full effective
 = k=0 actions. This is achieved by means of an (additive)
regulator function Rk that introduces a dependence on a
scale parameter k ∈ [0,], with  the overall energy or
momentum cutoff.
While Eq. (3.5) by itself is an exact representation of the
underlying field theory, its solution for nontrivial systems
generally requires approximations. As k does in principle
facilitate all terms compatible with the symmetries of the
respective system, approximations are invoked by reducing
the number of terms kept during the calculation down to
a manageable size. Thus, a truncated ansatz for k is con-
structed, whose second functional derivative (2)k may then be
used to compute the right-hand side of Eq. (3.5) and determine
the evolution of the action.
The crucial point in obtaining reliable and accurate results
is of course the very choice of terms to be kept in k . While
canonically relevant or marginal operators are an obvious
choice for weakly coupled systems (i.e., in the vicinity of
a Gaussian fixed point), the situation is less clear if one
is interested in the physics of interacting fixed points or
even nonuniversal regimes. The latter case is of particular
interest for this work, as it encompasses discontinuous phase
transitions. Here concepts like canonical scaling or critical
dimensionality do not apply and thus largely invalidate power-
counting arguments.
Unfortunately, it has so far not been possible to devise
a construction scheme for truncated k that guarantees a
steady improvement of results upon inclusion of further
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contributions. We therefore resort to the well-established
derivative expansion [48] and benchmark our results against
other methods whenever possible.
The generic ansatz for k based on the action (3.2) at
lowest nontrivial order in the derivative expansion is
k =
∫
X
ν˜X[Zk∂t + Dk∇2]νX +
∫
X
W (ν˜X, νX ). (3.6)
Here Wk (ν˜x, νX ) is the local potential that contains arbi-
trary (symmetry compatible) powers of ν˜X, νX and products
thereof. Its initial value according to Eq. (3.2) is given by
W(ν˜X, νX ) = ν˜X
[
νX + μν2X + λν3X − γ νXν˜X
]
. (3.7)
While it is straightforward algebra to determine the flow
equation for W (ν˜X, νX ), its actual evaluation cannot be done
analytically anymore. Even numerically, it is a rather costly
task, as it requires the discretization of νX and ν˜X on a
sufficiently fine-grained two-dimensional grid.
Considering simplifications, the different canonical scaling
and thus relevance of field monomials ν˜mXνnX seems to justify a
representation of W(ν˜X, νX ) as a polynomial. However, this
is not feasible in our situation since we are in a nonuniversal
regime, where power-counting arguments are generally not
valid. This manifests in two ways:
First, the deterministic potential in the vicinity of a dis-
continuous phase transition exhibits two competing minima
even at mean-field level. Due to their finite separation in field
space, a polynomial expansion of Vk (νX ) about one minimum
therefore becomes a rather bad approximation in the vicinity
of the other one. Since the difference of the minima’ values
is crucial for determining the phase boundary, a low-order
polynomial expansion will not yield accurate results [97,98].
Second, it can be shown [48] that the Vk (νX ) is rendered
convex for k → 0. For the effective potential at a first-order
phase transition, this amounts to a Maxwell construction. The
ensuing straight line is represented at best asymptotically by a
polynomial expansion even at intermediate scales. In addition,
we demonstrate that the initial linear multiplicative noise is
modified drastically and cannot be represented by a simple
expansion.
Even if the deterministic potential is smoothened under the
RG evolution such as our result in 1D indicate (see Sec. IV
below), nonpolynomial features originating from its initial
shape are still generated at intermediate scales.
We therefore refrain from a polynomial representation in
both field variables and keep the full νX dependence on the
deterministic potential as well as the noise kernel:
Wk (ν˜X, νX ) = ν˜X[uk (νX ) + χk (νX )ν˜X], (3.8)
with uk (νX ) ≡ V ′k (νX ) and the initial conditions indicated in
Eq. (3.7) above. We checked numerically that higher order
terms ∼ν˜3X as naturally present in a Keldysh framework do
not contribute qualitatively and give only small corrections to
quantitative results (see below). On similar grounds, we set the
wave function renormalization parameters Zk = Dk = 1 from
now on and ignore higher derivative terms. The ansatz (3.8)
therefore represents the most simple yet sufficient truncation
to faithfully capture the phenomenology of first-order dark-
state phase transitions.
The flow equations for the (derivative of the) deterministic
potential and the noise kernel can now be computed:
∂kuk = − k
d+1vdχku′′k
d
(
k2 + u′k2
)2 , (3.9a)
∂kχk = − k
d+1vdχk
2d
(
k2 + u′k2
)4 [3χku′′k2 − 8(k2 + u′k2)χ ′ku′′k
+ 2(k2 + u′k2)2χ ′′k ]. (3.9b)
Here vd = [2d−1π d2( d2 )]
−1
is the (normalized) volume of the
(d − 1)-dimensional unit sphere.
C. Renormalization group II: Benchmarking
For (nonequilibrium) systems with mean-field first-order
phase transitions, there is neither literature (cf. [99–101] for
equilibrium approaches) nor a stringent analytical argument
for the sufficiency of the truncation scheme presented above.
We therefore need to benchmark the results of our fRG com-
putations in order to build confidence in the reliability of its
predictions. In order to achieve this, we conducted numerical
simulations of the Langevin equation (2.17) in one spatial
dimension. In the following, we will present two different
physical setups and compare the results of these simulations
to the respective outcomes of our fRG approach.
1. Thermal equilibrium
A simple test case is provided by the thermal equilibrium
limit. Since we consider the one-dimensional case with short-
range interactions, no phase transitions can be expected due
to the exponential growth of entropy with number of domain
walls [102]. Even if mean-field predicts the existence of
first-order transitions, we expect the occurrence of a smooth
crossover upon inclusion of fluctuations.
For an appropriate implementation in the Langevin equa-
tion (2.17), the noise correlation (2.20) has to be replaced by
〈ξXξY 〉 = 2T δ(X − Y ), (3.10)
with T being the temperature. Our simulations were
performed on a 1000 site lattice with periodic boundary condi-
tions and for time steps of t = 10−1 · · · 10−2 in units of the
lattice spacing. We picked a regime that encloses a first-order
phase transition at mean field, given by  = 1, λ = 1 at T =
0.25. The outcomes for the average density νX as a function of
μ are shown in Fig. 4 alongside the corresponding mean-field
and fRG results. For the functional RG calculation, we set
χ(νX ) = χk (νX ) = T , (3.11)
in order to implement detailed balance. Thus, our truncation
is simplified further by not allowing for any feedback of the
deterministically induced fluctuations into the flow of the
noise kernel. This approximation can only be expected to be
appropriate at sufficiently high temperatures. Since ∂kuk ∼ T ,
it is obvious that the flow would be switched off for T → 0.
This situation therefore corresponds to a purely classical
setup, where only thermal fluctuations are taken into account,
whereas quantum fluctuations are neglected. Judging by the
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FIG. 4. Density νX as a function of μ for ¯ = 1, ¯λ = 1 at T/ω =
0.25. Langevin and fRG results agree quantitatively, whereas sizable
corrections to the mean-field prediction are made. Statistical error
bars on the Langevin results are not visible on the scale of the plot.
results presented in Fig. 4, functional RG is very well able to
reproduce this limit, as the curves for the Langevin simulation
lie practically on top of the fRG result.
2. Nonequilibrium: Dark state
The thermal limit mainly constitutes a test for the determin-
istic sector of the model. Naturally we need to benchmark our
fRG also in a nonequilibrium situation, i.e., in the presence
of nontrivial noise. We therefore implemented the Langevin
equation (2.17) with the original multiplicative noise (2.20)
as well. Unfortunately, this is not as straightforward as in
the thermal case. In particular, the concrete realization of the
multiplicative noise in a time-discrete setting is still an open
problem that has not been solved unambiguously [88,89]. One
basic issue is that upon discretization, a multiplicative noise
is able to induce negative values for the density where it is
itself not well defined anymore [85–87]. While no negative
density can be observed since the respective fluctuations
disappear on average, the definition of the noise kernel for
negative densities does have an impact on the actual value of
observables.
We employ three different definitions of the noise kernel
for negative νX:
χflat =
{
γ νX, νX  0,
0, νX < 0,
(3.12a)
χabs = γ |νX|, (3.12b)
χbarr =
{
γ νX, νX  0,
∞, νX < 0. (3.12c)
While the resolution of the temporal lattice did not play a big
role in thermal equilibrium (cf. Fig. 4), this is not true for
the present setup anymore. An extrapolation tot = 0 would
therefore be necessary for a quantitative comparison with fRG
results. Due to the increased numerical effort necessary to
achieve reasonable accuracy, and since our main focus is not
on Langevin simulations, we refrain from doing so. In Fig. 5
results for different t and all three realizations of the noise
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FIG. 5. Density νX at different temporal discretizations for con-
stant Ntt/a2 = 100 at ¯ = 1, μ¯ = −2.42, ¯λ = 1, and γ¯ = 0.5.
Statistical errors on the Langevin results are depicted by the shading
around the data points. Approximate convergence towards the fRG
results can be observed for dark-state realizations χabs and χbarr , cf.
Eqs. (3.12).
kernel are presented in comparison with the fRG result. The
configuration belonging to these data points is given by the
(initial) values  = 1, μ = −2.42, λ = 1, and γ = 0.5 on a
grid of 100 sites. This setup lies well inside of a finite-density
phase at mean field and also according to fRG results (see
Fig. 7 below). For comparability, the number of steps times the
temporal spacing Ntt = 100 have been kept constant. Each
single data point results from an average over 1200 sample
densities. Statistical uncertainties are indicated by shading.
While the estimate obtained with χflat is somewhat low, χabs
as well as χbarr are well compatible with the fRG result.
For completeness, it should be stated that convergence
towards the continuous time and infinite volume limit is not
achieved as easily in low-density regimes. While N = 100
sites appeared to be sufficient for the setup presented in Fig. 5,
this is not the case for smaller |μ| anymore. The reason is once
again the difficulty of resolving the actual dark state in the
Langevin simulations. Again, we refrained from a more so-
phisticated numerical analysis of the Langevin equation in this
regime due to numerical cost. However, it can be stated that
the position of tentative phase transitions appears to be com-
patible with the fRG result. The agreement is even better, if the
flow equations (3.9a) re supplemented by a term wk (νX )ν˜3X.
No qualitatively notable differences were found, though, and
the quantitative corrections are on the percent level. We there-
fore do not include wk (νX ) into our further analyses.
In conclusion, we found good agreement between numer-
ical Langevin simulations and our functional RG results in
and out of equilibrium. This gives us confidence that we
can trust our fRG approach for an extended analysis of the
one-dimensional as well as the three-dimensional cases.
IV. THE FATE OF THE DARK STATE IN ONE DIMENSION
Including both spatial and temporal fluctuations beyond the
mean-field approximation often has dramatic consequences
on the stability of ordered phases and the nature of the corre-
sponding phase transitions. This is most drastically expressed
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in one dimension, where in the presence of a finite noise
level the entropy gain per excitation always wins against the
energy cost [102] and no ordered phase can be stabilized
(see Fig. 4). Spatial correlations in one dimension are so
strongly pronounced that even infinitesimally small temporal
fluctuations of the order parameter can grow rapidly in space
and render the ordered state unstable. While the dark state
itself does not experience any fluctuations and is thus immune
to this destructive mechanism, any infinitesimal deviation
from a pure dark state does experience strongly suppressed
but finite fluctuations and it is thus a priori unclear whether
a dark-state phase can persist against the generically strong
fluctuation dynamics in one dimension.
A. RG analysis
Here we analyze the fate of the dark state in the presence of
fluctuations. We apply the functional renormalization group
approach introduced above, which includes temporal and
spatial fluctuations on all energy and momentum scales, and
numerical simulations of the corresponding Langevin equa-
tion. From the combination of both approaches, we obtain
a comprehensive picture of the asymptotic dynamics in the
regime where both the dark state and the fluctuating state are
deterministically stable on the mean-field level.
From our analysis, we conclude that
(1) Fluctuations render one of the two mean-field steady
states unstable and only one, unique steady state remains in
the asymptotic time limit.
(2) The dark-state phase persists in the presence of spatial
and temporal fluctuations and remains stable for intermediate
and low potential barriers.
(3) For large potential barriers, the dark state becomes
unstable and decays into a mixed state with nonvanishing field
expectation value.
(4) Fluctuations enlarge the regime of the dark-state phase
compared to the mean-field prediction but soften the predicted
first-order phase transition towards a continuous, second-
order transition throughout the whole parameter regime.
The most striking result of these conclusions is that fluc-
tuations are sufficiently strong to remove the mean-field pre-
dicted first-order phase transition completely and replace it
by a continuous second-order phase transition throughout the
entire one-dimensional parameter regime [100]. On the other
hand, they are sufficiently weak that a dark-state phase, which
is represented by only a single fluctuationless point in phase
space, can be stabilized for an extended parameter regime.
Similar behavior has been observed for classical, absorbing
state phase transitions in one spatial dimension, for which
first-order phase transitions induced by short ranged processes
are conjectured not to exist [103], but second-order absorbing
state phase transitions have been established [31,32].
The observed softening of the transition, which is a major
feature of the one-dimensional dynamics, can be understood
in a two-staged coarse-graining procedure. In order to do so,
imagine one initializes the dynamics in the mixed phase but
close to the phase border (e.g., configuration C in Fig. 3).
In addition to noise induced, small oscillations around the
deterministic field expectation value (green configuration in
Fig. 1), some rare, strong noise kicks let the field climb up and
eventually overcome the potential barrier between the mixed
and the dark state. This leads to the formation of local clus-
ters with exponentially small field configurations, see Fig. 6.
In one dimension, the interplay between noise and kinetic
energy, however, leads to spatially extended, fluctuating in-
terfaces between the dark-state clusters and the finite-density
phase, which spoil the picture of well-defined domain wall
interfaces (red configuration in Fig. 1). As a consequence,
metastable saddle-point configurations, known as droplets or
instantons, that interpolate smoothly between the two phases
FIG. 6. Evolution of the density field νX as a function of position and time (in units of the lattice spacing a) for parameters very close to
the dark-state phase transition. The initial configuration is a step function νx,t=0 = ν0(L/2 − x ), where L = 100 is the system size and φ0 is
the value of the finite density potential minimum. (a) Local clusters of nearly vanishing density are spontaneously formed in the region with
x < L/2 and establish extended, noisy interfaces with the finite density regions. (a) and (b) Exponentially small density fractions diffuse into
the initial dark-state regime (x > L/2) and spontaneously form clusters of finite density, again with noisy and finite interface. (c) The noisy
character of the interfaces is not diminished upon coarse graining, hinting at the emerging scale invariance.
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(blue configuration in Fig. 1) are only observable on short
times and become rather unstable at intermediate and larger
times. This leads to a breakdown of the droplet picture in one
dimension.
Upon coarse graining, the noisy interfaces between the two
phases continuously smoothen the potential well separating
the dark and the mixed state, which leads to a continuously
varying density and, close to the phase transition, to the emer-
gence of scale invariance on intermediate and large distances.
This is observed in the numerical simulations of the Langevin
equation, see Fig. 6, as well as in the numerical solution of
the fRG flow equation. Within the latter, the potential barrier
separating the dark and the mixed state vanishes smoothly
while short distance modes are integrated out, see Figs. 8(a)
and 8(b). Already on intermediate scales, the potential Vk
develops a single minimum and becomes convex, indicating
the absence of sharp domain walls between dark and mixed
states [57].
This observation, quantitatively and qualitatively, resem-
bles the dynamics close to a second-order phase transition
in the presence of a nonequilibrium noise. Indeed, increas-
ing the noise strength, the Langevin simulations display a
smoothly vanishing order parameter expectation value instead
of the predicted, first-order jump. Within the fRG framework,
the corresponding observation is that on intermediate scales
the potential barrier fades away, leading to a single determin-
istic minimum and the breakdown of bistable behavior, see
Figs. 8(a) and 8(b). Continuing coarse graining to the largest
scales, integration over the long distance modes lets this
minimum continuously move towards zero field expectation
value, i.e., the dark state. At the transition, the minimum
reaches ν = 0 at asymptotically small scales. In the RG
interpretation, this describes the continuous divergence of the
correlation length, i.e., the emergence of scale invariance as
the transition is approached. The removal of the barrier during
the flow with major corrections to the position of the nontrivial
minimum still ahead also provides an intuitive explanation
for the failure of the droplet picture: in a convex potential
with only one minimum, no metastable droplet solution can
be defined anymore. In the vicinity of the phase transition, the
RG evolution always removes the potential barrier first and
only then merges the nontrivial minimum with the dark state
[57]. While dropletlike fluctuations therefore do play a role
at short length scales, the fate of the minimum is ultimately
decided by complex field configurations such as indicated by
the red line in Fig. 1.
Another general consequence of the presence of fluctua-
tions is the increased probability of the system to end up in the
dark-state phase, despite being in an mixed state configuration
on deterministic grounds alone. Thus, an increased initial
noise level leads to an enlarged dark-state phase, see Fig. 7.
While we have discussed the reasons for the existence of
a dark-state phase beyond mean field, one could also wonder
about the stability of the finite-density phase in the presence of
a dark state. Intuitively, there is always a possibility that some
rare fluctuation drives the whole system into the zero-density
dark state from which it cannot escape anymore. In fact, such
events do plague Langevin simulations which are by construc-
tion bound to finite systems [88,89]. The infrared endpoint
of the RG evolution, on the other hand, provides access to
FIG. 7. Phase diagram of the one-dimensional system in the ¯-μ¯
plane for fixed ¯λ = 1. The mean-field first-order transition (dashed
line) is changed to second order (solid lines) upon inclusion of
fluctuations. Increased initial noise levels lead to a larger dark-state
phase. The insets show the asymptotic potential Vk→0 for the two
different phases close to the transition for an initial noise level
γ¯ = 0.5. The complete evolution of the potential and noise vertex
at these points can be found in Fig. 8.
the steady state itself. While fluctuation effects are included
which have to be accounted for by averaging over samples in
a Langevin treatment, this state is not necessarily noiseless:
the noise kernel χk (and potentially higher order operators
as well) do evolve alongside the deterministic potential Vk .
They generally remain finite for k → 0, i.e., even after all
fluctuations are integrated out. The existence of a nontrivial
minimum in Vk→0 in itself is therefore not yet sufficient to
argue for the stability of the finite-density phase, as the noise
χk has to be taken into account also in the deep infrared.
Figure 8(c) shows the evolution of the noise kernel for
a configuration inside the finite-density phase. The crucial
finding is that for k → 0, the initially single (pointlike) dark
state at νX = 0 spreads into a continuum, i.e., to finite values
of ν. While it does not necessarily reach the value of the
steady state νf , it suppresses any noise between νf and the
initial dark state at νX = 0. Since at the same time uk→0
becomes convex and establishes a single minimum at νf , the
dark state becomes unstable and the coarse-grained Langevin
equation describes deterministic, noiseless motion towards a
mixed steady state.
The universality class at this second-order phase transition
could not yet be determined. The computation times for a
sufficiently clear resolution of the critical exponents in the
limit k → 0 are currently requiring too many resources and
one possibly has to think about another approach to detect
the critical exponents. We want to stress here that both the
noise kernel χk and the potential uk become nonpolynomial
functions, which prohibits a perturbative RG analysis of this
second-order phase transition. We can rule out, however, that
it falls into the directed percolation universality class since
the characteristic rapidity inversion symmetry [31] is broken
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FIG. 8. Evolution of the deterministic potential Vk and noise kernel χk for ¯λ = 1, ¯ = 1, γ¯ = 0.5, and (a) μ¯ = −2.33, (b) and (c) μ¯ =
−2.35 in d = 1 dimensions. Before the dark state becomes the only nontrivial minimum at k → 0, the potential barrier is removed [red and
black solid lines in (a)]. Inside the finite-density phase, the nontrivial minimum persists for k → 0 while Vk is rendered convex at k > 0 (b).
At the same time, the dark state spreads in the noise kernel χk , thus stabilizing the finite-density state [(c) and inset].
at any k > 0 by a nonpolynomial potential. It has been shown
that deviations from a second-order polynomial potential are
RG relevant in d = 1 [5] and thus will persist on the largest
wavelengths, denying the restoration of rapidity inversion and
the directed percolation universality at k = 0.
B. Experimental signatures
The emergent second-order phase transition in low dimen-
sions is, on the one hand, hard to characterize even with
very advanced renormalization group schemes or (due to the
multiplicative noise) with numerical methods. On the other
hand, it denies any relation to known universality classes due
to the absence of symmetries (e.g., no rapidity inversion, Z2
symmetry, or detailed balance) and without a well defined
upper critical dimension dc. This points towards a novel, so
far uncharacterized universality class far from thermal equilib-
rium. The exploration of this universality class can be strongly
supported by the analysis of the continuous evolution of the
expected Rydberg state density 〈νX〉 close to the transition. It
enables the experimental detection of the transition’s critical
driving strength c and detuning δc and the measurement of
basic critical exponents, including the order parameter expo-
nent β, the conjugate field exponent σ , and the susceptibility
exponent γ . They are defined via the response of 〈νX〉 towards
fluctuations in  and δ, i.e.,
〈νX〉 ∼ |−c|β, (4.1)
〈νX〉 ∼ |δ − δc|β/σ , (4.2)
∂〈νX〉/∂δ ∼ |−c|−γ . (4.3)
In the present setup, mean-field theory does not predict a
second-order phase transition and the noise kernel for k < 
becomes nonpolynomial denying the derivation of a faith-
ful effective model at intermediate scales. Consequently, no
mean-field predictions for the critical exponents are obtained
from theory. The experimental detection of some critical
exponents would thus already be very helpful to embed this
phase transition in the framework of nonequilibrium statistical
mechanics.
In the numerical simulations we defined the cutoff mo-
mentum by setting D2 = 2γ , which [D = 2a2/γ , see
below Eq. (2.17)] implies a = c/, where c = √2γ / is
a dimensionless prefactor, which is of order O(1) in cur-
rent experiments, and a is again the lattice constant. The
scaling dynamics of the potential and noise kernel set in at
k ≈ 10−2, see Fig. 8. The corresponding length scale xk =
k−1 = 100a/c indicates that renormalization effects beyond
mean field will affect the dynamics in lattices of about 100
sites (or antiblockade radii). Both V, χ reach their asymptotic
form for k < 10−3, such that on system sizes xk  103a/c
universal scaling corrections beyond mean field are fully
established. Current Rydberg lattice experiments aim towards
the realization of O(100) perfectly controllable lattice sites
while Rydberg gases in harmonic trap geometries, by trading
some of their controllability, already reach sizes of O(103)
blockade radii. This brings the exploration of an uncharac-
terized nonequilibrium critical point into reach of Rydberg
experiments.
Combining these system sizes with the high tunability
of driven dissipative Rydberg ensembles might even offer
to directly monitor the transition from the microscopic, few
atom physics to the many-body physics on macroscopic
scales. As a function of the effective system size, control-
lable e.g., via the trap size, atomic density, and the detun-
ing, experiments may go from rather small system sizes
to larger and larger systems. By including more and more
lattice sites, the experiment should thus be able to observe
a transition from a few-body scale, ∼O(10) sites, on which
the mean-field bistability persists, to an intermediate scale
∼O(102) sites, at which the bistable dynamics is strongly
renormalized by long wavelength fluctuations, and to the
many-body scale, ∼O(103), at which the bistable regime
is completely replaced by the discussed second-order phase
transition.
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FIG. 9. Phase diagram of the three-dimensional system in the
¯-μ¯ plane for fixed ¯λ = 1. The mean-field first-order transition
(dot-dashed line) is gradually changed to second order (solid lines)
upon increase of the initial noise level. First-order phase transitions
are generally present beyond mean field (dotted lines), giving rise to
a bicritical point at ¯ = 0. Increased initial noise levels also lead to
a larger dark-state phase. The asymptotic potential Vk→0 for the two
different phases close to the transition is displayed in the two insets
for an initial noise level γ¯ = 0.1. The full evolution of the potential
and noise vertex at these points is shown in Fig. 10.
V. PERSISTENCE OF THE DISCONTINUOUS
DARK-STATE TRANSITION IN HIGHER DIMENSIONS
In higher dimensions, spatial fluctuations generally lead
to less drastic modifications of the underlying mean-field
picture. Only for very small potential barriers, the phase
transition follows the same mechanism as in one dimension
and becomes second order. We focus on intermediate to large
potential wells, where we find that the first-order transition be-
tween the dark and the finite density state persists in the pres-
ence of noise and spatial fluctuations for d  2 (see Fig. 9).
For such initial potential barriers the double-well structure of
the potential persists up to the largest wavelengths and Vk
becomes convex only in the limit k → 0, establishing a single
minimum. At the transition, the minimum jumps between
νX = 0 and νX = νf discontinuously such that the transition
is of first order. This change in the potential evolution is
accompanied by a drastic modification of the noise vertex
flow compared to the case of a second-order transition and
the emergence of a sharp momentum scale for the onset of the
evolution. These observations match with the phenomenology
of first-order phase transitions that are driven by nucleation
and growth of droplets.
A. Droplet phenomenology
In order to discuss the results from the fRG approach, one
needs a better understanding of the dynamics at a first-order
phase transition and adopt the corresponding picture to the
present nonequilibrium setting. We briefly review the conven-
tional phenomenology and adapt it to the present setting.
In higher spatial dimensions, local field fluctuations are
suppressed and typically modify the mean-field picture
only on the quantitative level, i.e., the dynamics in higher
dimensions is dominated by small fluctuations around the
saddle points of the action. The homogeneous saddle-point
solutions νX = 0 and νX = νf in Eq. (3.4), and corresponding
small fluctuations, do, however, not interpolate between the
dark state and the finite density phase and one has to go
beyond a homogeneous approach in order to describe the
discontinuous transition.
In the common picture [1,2], first-order phase transitions
are driven by the nucleation and the growth of droplets.
Droplets are metastable field configurations which locally
interpolate between the two different phases. To illustrate
this, say the system is initialized in the finite density phase
νx,t=0 ≈ νf for all x. Tuning the system towards the transition
by increasing the noise strength (or lowering the potential
barrier) induces local transitions between the finite density
solution νX = νf and the zero density configuration νX =
0. Since spatial fluctuations are strongly suppressed, these
transitions will only pass an inhomogeneous saddle point
0 != δS
δν˜X
= V ′(νX ) − D∇2νX, (5.1)
which interpolates between the finite density phase and a
noise induced excitation to the top of the potential barrier
νX = νmax, see Fig. 1. For a droplet centered around x = x0
this is expressed via the boundary conditions
νX = νf for |x| → ∞, (5.2)
νX = νmax for x = x0. (5.3)
This configuration then deterministically reaches the dark
state and nucleates a droplet.
Equation (5.1) requires local balance of kinetic and po-
tential energy and the most relevant configurations are those
which are most likely activated by the noise χ . Since the
present noise is field dependent, the structure of the most
likely droplets will be a function of all the parameters, includ-
ing the initial noise strengths. Their precise behavior cannot
be determined quantitatively from a saddle-point equation
alone. Qualitatively, however, its solutions may still be ex-
pected to convey valuable information. What all of them have
in common is that they are smooth and form a sharp domain
wall separating the dark-state configuration inside the droplet
from the finite density region outside the droplet [104] (blue
line in Fig. 1). This is in contrast to the strongly fluctuating
field configurations (red line in Fig. 1) dominating the long-
wavelength dynamics in one dimension.
In this phenomenology, there exists a minimal extent of
a droplet ξD , such that no droplet is formed below this size
and thus no transitions between the minima occur on length
scales x < ξD . While the value of ξD depends in principle
on all microscopic parameters and cannot be determined
analytically, we observe the emergence of an extremely sharp,
intermediate momentum scale kD during the RG flow. It marks
the sudden onset of a fast evolution of both Vk and χk , see
Fig. 10(d). Associating this sudden onset with the formation
of the smallest possible droplet allows us to identify kD ≈ ξ−1D
within the limits of our approach [105]. Appositely, this scale
is absent at the second-order transition.
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FIG. 10. Evolution of the deterministic potential Vk and noise kernel χk for ¯λ = 1, ¯ = 1, γ¯ = 0.1, and (a) μ¯ = −2.32, (b) and (c)
μ¯ = −2.33 in d = 3 dimensions. The RG evolution decides first about the global minimum of the potential and only then renders the potential
convex: the minimum at νmin becomes local at intermediate scales (a) and (b). The RG evolution of V ′′k (0) is shown in (d), providing a measure
for the nonconvexity. The droplet scale ξ−1D is indicated by a sudden sharp drop. Upon removal of the potential barrier, χk grows by three orders
of magnitude and exhibits a bimodal structure (c). Only in the deep IR, fluctuations in the vicinity of the initial dark state are suppressed again.
The insets provide an enhanced view on this event.
Once a droplet of the dark-state phase is formed, its evo-
lution underlies the initial Langevin equation (2.17). For a
large, homogenous droplet in dimensions d > 2, this equation
is dominated by the potential energy V (νX ). It will grow
or shrink with a deterministic velocity vD = −V = V (νf ),
i.e., collapse for V (νf ) < 0 and expand for V (νf ) > 0. This
picture neglects spatial fluctuations at the domain walls and
noise. Within the fRG approach, however, noise and spatial
fluctuations are integrated out and lead to the continuous
renormalization of Vk and Vk→0(νf ) becomes the asymptotic
droplet velocity.
We confirm this saddle-point picture of the transition in
dimensions d  2 even in the presence of spatial fluctuations
and noise and identify indeed a first-order phase transition
between the dark and the finite density phase for a large
parameter regime. The transition is, however, in some aspects
different from a first-order transition at (thermal) equilibrium,
which we will briefly discuss and address qualitatively in the
following:
(1) The nucleation probability of droplets in a dark-state
region νX ≈ 0 is strongly suppressed by the small noise level
∼νX and vanishes completely for the dark state. In the absence
of additional noise channels, an initial dark state always
remains dark.
(2) The noise kernel prefers the dark state over the finite
density state, i.e., there are much larger fluctuations inside
than outside of a droplet. Noise and spatial fluctuations are
therefore expected to modify vD and the phase boundary
noticeably.
(3) The saddle-point basin of attraction for the dark
state encompasses densities 0  νX  νmax. The noise in this
regime is, by construction, generally suppressed. One might
ask whether the corresponding, small nucleation rate can
induce significant transitions to the finite density state and
whether the extended basin of attraction for the dark state will
persist in the presence of fluctuations or not.
B. Droplets within the fRG framework
The clear evidence for a first-order phase transition in
the asymptotic fRG flow and the corresponding emergence
of a sharp intermediate momentum scale for the onset of
the flow strongly support the droplet interpretation of the
first-order transition. Still, it is not immediately obvious if
and how the peculiarities of spatially inhomogeneous droplet
solutions are accounted for within our RG framework, since
we always project onto spatially constant density profiles.
However, this does by no means inhibit fluctuations which are
integrated over to acquire an arbitrarily complicated spatial
structure. While we thus do not have a direct, quantitative
handle on verifying the droplet picture, we will discuss further
distinctive features of the RG flow that match very well with
this framework.
Let us first consider the flow of the deterministic potential
for a configuration very close to a first-order phase transition,
see Fig. 10. While the potential shows significant evolution on
intermediate and large scales, the potential barrier is removed
only after the RG evolution has decided about the global
minimum of the potential [57], cf. Figs. 10(a) and 10(b).
This is in contrast to a second-order transition, where long-
wavelength fluctuations account for considerable corrections
or even destruction of the nontrivial minimum even after the
barrier is removed [106]. This constitutes a strong hint on the
nature of the fluctuations: as long as a potential barrier exists,
droplets are well-defined excitations. In the vicinity of the
first-order transition, these droplets therefore exist until the
fate of the nontrivial minimum is decided in an RG sense and
the transition is droplet driven.
However, these findings do not yet guarantee that these par-
ticular field configurations are in fact dominating the physics
of the phase transition. In order to bring further clarification,
we consider the flow of the noise kernel χk as well, see
Fig. 10(c). First we note that the noise amplitude grows by
almost three orders of magnitude within a comparatively small
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window of RG scales [77]. This happens precisely at the scale
kD ≈ ξ−1D , discussed in the previous section, where the poten-
tial barrier is in the process of being removed, cf. Fig. 10(d).
Second, as long as the flow has not reached the deep infrared,
the noise kernel exhibits a very peculiar bimodal structure
with the peaks roughly located at the positions of the non-
trivial minima of the deterministic potential. This is exactly
what one would expect for fluctuating droplet configurations,
which suddenly jump from one minimum of the potential to
the other, i.e., between the phases, and generate large field
fluctuations around these minima.
Only when the regime of extremely long wavelengths is
reached, droplets begin to subside and density fluctuations
between the dark state and the finite density state become
strongly suppressed, see Fig. 10(c). This eliminates the pos-
sibility of local transitions between zero density and finite
density field configurations, which stabilizes both a thermo-
dynamic finite density phase [107] and phase coexistence at
the transition [see Fig. 10(d)].
This interpretation of the noise kernel is further strength-
ened when reconsidering the one-dimensional case. As argued
in Sec. IV above, droplets are not expected to be the dominant
fluctuations driving the phase transition. Indeed, the evolution
of the noise kernel in Fig. 8(c) and also in the zero-density
phase (not displayed here) does not display the bimodal
behavior encountered in the vicinity of a first-order phase
transition.
C. Coexistence point
Another aspect of the dark-state transition is the formation
of generically expected phase coexistence at the first-order
transition point, and the question whether a finite density on
the one hand and the absence of fluctuations on the other can
coexist.
Following the fRG analysis one finds that exactly at the
transition both the deterministic force and the noise kernel
vanish for an extended set of field configurations 0  νX  νc
(cf. Fig. 10). We now argue that this finding is generic to
first-order dark-state phase transitions and neither an artifact
of our theoretical approach nor a specific feature of this setup.
For any initial noise and potential configuration, the effective
action k=0 must be a convex function of the fields νX, ν˜X.
For the dark-state configuration both the noise kernel χk (νX =
0) = 0 and the potential Vk (νX = 0) = 0 are, however, pinned
to zero for all k. Requiring the coexistence of the dark and
the finite density state at the transition, i.e., the absence of
any deterministic or noise induced drift from one to the
other, under the above conditions must therefore lead to a
flat potential and vanishing noise kernel for an extended field
configuration.
What we have to keep in mind, however, is that on the way
from the master equation to the fRG results, the system has
undergone a strong coarse-graining procedure. A vanishing
noise kernel in this coarse-grained picture per se does not
indicate that each individual spin is fluctuationless. Rather it
shows the absence of fluctuations on thermodynamically large
length scales. This specific feature of a first-order dark-state
transition can be understood in the droplet picture. At the
coexistence point, both phases are stable and one can thus
FIG. 11. Illustration of the first-order dark-state transition as a
function of ¯ in the field theory and in the Langevin equation picture.
The dark-state phase is characterized by a vanishing density field
ν = 0 of spin-up atoms and a pure steady state ρSS = |ψ0〉〈ψ0|,
Eq. (2.4). In the finite density phase, the steady state has finite density
ν > 0 as well as nonvanishing entropy S and noise level. Precisely at
the transition, all field configurations 0  ν  νc represent noiseless
steady state solutions, which we interpret as the presence of an ex-
tensive number of dark-state configurations ν (α)X . Tentative analogies
to fully quantum systems are indicated and discussed in the Outlook.
insert a thermodynamically large, stable droplet, which will
not expand, nor move, nor shrink considerably. The only
expected fluctuations happen at the domain wall of the droplet,
which is a sparse region. The absence of fluctuations may be
interpreted such that away from the domain walls, the fields
νX have exactly zero fluctuations, i.e., the atoms in this region
are in an eigenstate of nl . The domain walls instead may
display finite density fluctuations but in the thermodynamic
limit turn into a region of zero measure. Since the total number
and size of droplets is arbitrary, one can construct arbitrarily
many steady state field configurations ∂tν (α)X = 0 that have
a finite noise averaged density ν (α) = 1
V
∫
x
〈ν (α)X 〉 > 0 and at
the same time vanishing fluctuations χ (α) = 1
V
∫
x
〈(ν (α)X )2〉 −
(ν (α) )2 = 0 in the thermodynamic limit of infinite system
volume V , see Fig. 11 for an illustration.
We want to stress that for a flat potential and noise,
the coarse-grained Langevin equation becomes linear in νX
and thus for any set {ν (α)X } of solutions ∂tν (α)X = 0, a linear
combination ν (a)X ≡
∑
α aαν
(α)
X with aα  0 and
∑
α aα = 1
is a solution as well. The droplet configurations for differ-
ent states α do not necessarily overlap in space and thus
χ a ≡ 1
V
∫
x
〈(ν (a)X )2〉 − (ν (a) )2  0 for average densities ν (a) =
1
V
∫
x
〈ν (a)X 〉.
While a vanishing noise kernel and a vanishing potential at
the coexistence point thus allow us to construct steady states
with zero fluctuations, it does by no means enforce that the
system relaxes towards such a state. Rather the ν (α)X have to be
understood as the basis set that spans the manifold of possible
steady states. Depending on the specific choice of the {aα},
which is set by the initial conditions at t = 0, these states
interpolate between zero and finite fluctuations. The upper
bound for the fluctuations is set by the noise kernel in the
finite density phase. Connecting the strength of fluctuations
with the system’s entropy S, the coexistence of two phases
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with distinct entropy is thus explained with the coexistence
of steady states ν (a)X with distinct fluctuation strength, ranging
from strictly zero to a finite value.
This should be contrasted with a coexistence point at a
thermal transition, where both the potential and the noise are
as well flat but the noise is proportional to the temperature T
of the system [1,2]. In principle, this allows us to perform the
same construction as above for the steady state manifold but
with fluctuations in the droplet states that are bounded from
below by the temperature and thus never vanish.
For any large but finite system with volume V = Ld where
L is the linear dimension, the RG flow is cut off at momenta
k = L−1. While both V as well as χ become flat for k →
0, for any k ∼ L−1 an asymptotically small potential well
remains that separates the finite density from the zero density
state. As a consequence, no deterministic path connects the
two states and transitions between them can only correspond
to noise activated trajectories. Since fluctuations on distances
x < L have all been integrated out, the only allowed noise
activation trajectories are those on distances x = L, which
have a rate γA ∼ exp(−Ld
∫ νmax
νf
V ′k
χk
) [5,93], that is exponen-
tially suppressed in the volume and determined by the ratio of
V ′k/χk at scale k = L. For finite systems, the degeneracy at the
coexistence point is thus observably lifted on times t > γ−1A ,
which can for instance be associated with the finite system gap
of the Lindbladian at the transition.
D. Experimental signatures
The striking signature of the first-order phase transition is
a discontinuous jump in the steady state Rydberg density 〈νX〉
as the system is tuned across the transition. The transition
is located at c = cdγ , where cd is a numerical factor with
cd = O(1) depending on the dimensionality d of the system,
i.e., cd=1 ≈ 1.3, cd=3 ≈ 3.8 for perfect nearest neighbor facil-
itation. The jump can be observed by measuring the integrated
excited state density nR =
∫
x
〈νX〉/V per volume V and tun-
ing  across c. The jump of nR is O(1) and thus clearly
separable from ordinary density fluctuations caused by noise
or spatial fluctuations. We showed above that the discontinuity
of the density is accompanied with a strong suppression of
the noise kernel in the proximity of the transition. The vari-
ance of the steady state density δnR = (
∫
x
〈ν2X〉/V − n2R ) =∫
x
χk=0/V thus indicates a strong change from Poissonian
δnR = γ nR away from the phase transition to strongly sub-
Poissonian δnR  γ nR at the transition. In contrast, for a
constant noise level, i.e., for an equilibrium phase transition,
the fluctuations of the steady state density remain constant
across the transition. The discontinuity in the steady state
density combined with the drastic change in the variance of
the density is thus a clear and measurable signature of the
first-order dark-state transition. The discontinuous change of
the global minimum [bold red line in Fig. 10(a)], which is
a significant correction to mean field, is already visible on
length scales xk ∼ 10a, and thus observable already for very
small system sizes.
The formation of droplets as well as the bimodal struc-
ture of the noise kernel will be accessible to experiments
that can resolve the spatial modulation of the excited state
density 〈νX〉 as well as its local fluctuations 〈ν2X〉. The evo-
lution of V and χ predicts that the formation of droplets,
as well as the accompanying, strong density fluctuations that
are expressed by the bimodal structure, become observable
approximately on scales 102a  xk  103a [see Figs. 10(a),
10(c) and 10(d)]. Observing the real space patterns and their
fluctuations constitutes a direct proof of the importance of
droplets at the dark-state transition, as well as the preferred
droplet configuration density, which is indicated by the largest
noise level.
A further experimental signature of the nonequilibrium
first-order transition is the measurement of dynamic hysteresis
[9,11]. When the drive strength  is slowly tuned across
the coexistence point, the stationary state jumps from the
mixed (dark) state to the dark (mixed) state. The relaxation
from one state to the other, however, proceeds slowly, leading
to a characteristic hysteresis loop for the density νX, as a
function of initial drive strength i and time t . Although the
fRG approach resolves no real time evolution, the Langevin
equation in the limit k → 0 represents an effective equation
of motion on macroscopic scales. It predicts a largely asym-
metric hysteresis loop, which favors a dynamical transition
from the mixed state to the dark state much over the reversed
process. On the one hand, the potential Vk→0 is almost flat in
the vicinity of the transition, which leads to a very slow deter-
ministic relaxation of νX towards the true steady state when
the system is driven across the transition. The noise kernel χ ,
on the other hand, is very asymmetric in νX, see Fig. 10(c),
and thus leads to an average stochastic drift away from the
mixed state but does not affect the dark state. This causes a
noise induced asymmetry in the hysteresis loop, which is not
present for a flat noise profile in thermal equilibrium.
VI. OUTLOOK
Can the absence of microreversibility, inherent to exper-
iments with driven ultracold atoms, alter many-body corre-
lations and introduce genuine nonequilibrium dynamics on
macroscopic scales? We introduced dark-state phase transi-
tions as one paradigmatic, affirmative answer.
We analyzed a corresponding setup, i.e., the transition from
statistically mixed to a pure steady state density matrix, in a
spin model that is motivated by current experiments on driven
dissipative Rydberg ensembles. After identifying a suitable
order parameter for this transition, which underlies statistical
fluctuations in the mixed state phase but is noiseless in the
dark state, we demonstrated that the steady state dynamics
of the order parameter can well be analyzed in terms of a
nonequilibrium functional renormalization group approach.
It allowed us to determine the phase boundary between the
dark and the mixed state in the presence of noise and spatial
fluctuations on a quantitative level, and to identify the nature
of the transition (first or second order). Furthermore, we were
able to identify the relevant fluctuations that drive the partic-
ular transition in the long-wavelength limit, and to establish
the phenomenology for the dark-state transition based on a
droplet model and rare fluctuations.
This analysis sheds light on fluctuation induced dynamics
close to dark-state transitions and introduces a tool for the
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analysis of general first-order phase transitions, particularly
suited for nonthermal setups. From a methodological point
of view, one might therefore ask whether the present func-
tional renormalization group approach can be improved to
enable, for instance, the analysis of systems driven by a non-
Markovian (quantum) noise.
It also poses a set of new questions concerning quantum
dark-state transitions. The identification of a fluctuationless
steady state field configuration νX with a dark state in the
master equation framework was made concrete for the νX = 0
ferromagnetic ground state. In order to complete this analogy,
one might investigate the coexistence point closer in order to
explicitly identify the fluctuationless steady state field con-
figurations ν (α)X with another set of pure dark-states ρ
(α0)
SS =|ψα〉〈ψα|, that is emergent at the transition, see Fig. 11. One
might then ask whether a thermodynamically large number of
dark states can exist in a macroscopic many-body system.
The current analysis focuses mainly on the dynamics close
to a particular steady state, but is unable to trace the kinetics
close to a first-order phase transition, which is in general
expected to display universal behavior. This includes the
question, in which way the steady state is reached in time
and whether one can observe a transient dynamical bistability
as predicted from the mean-field picture. Addressing these
questions, in addition to the validation of the coexistence
of many dark states at the first-order phase transition, are
possible tasks for further analysis of the model in terms of
a Lindblad master equation approach and, even more directly,
in terms of experiments with driven Rydberg ensembles.
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